
Isn't the first thing that comes to

our mind when we think about

the Thar Desert is the massive

sand dunes, its harsh weather

conditions, huge diurnal

temperature variation, less water,

and it's a land devoid of

vegetation? But what we can also

recall is the variety of animals and

birds found in the desert. As a

research scholar in the branch of

ecology, even I didn't have much

knowledge about the variety of

species found in this area for the

first quarter of my life. But, when I

stepped in Jodhpur, two years

back, my viewpoints about the

desert life had changed entirely.

Here, I am going to present and

introduce you with an avian

migratory species which holds

importance not only ecologically

but also culturally and holds a

special position in the heart of

Marwar people. 

DEMOISELLE CRANE

There is an interesting link to this particular tribe and the Bishnoi community.

 “Amrita Devi Bishnoi” belonging to the Bishnoi community is the renowned

name in the field of conservation. She laid down her life in “Khejrali Massacre”

along with 363 women to save a Khejri Tree (Prosopis cinreria) in 1730 AD,

which further inspired Chipko movement in the year 1973, a non-violent

protest under Gandhian Ideology. Chipko movement ideology is further

expanded across the country to stop the massive destruction of the forest.

Every year, these birds visit the village and get a warm welcome from the

locals of the village. And the sight of these majestic birds can be considered

as once in a lifetime experience. More than 20 thousand birds reach

Kheechan each year and create different spectacular patterns in the sky. They

make the whole region echo with their mind-boggling Chirping. The locals

feed these birds in the well-fenced area with grains and millets. Birds reach

Kheechan pond early in the morning. The feeding grains are spread around

the whole area near the bird feeding house. A special person is appointed by

the forest authority to look and care for the bird. In the early morning and

dawn hours watching these birds alongside the pond with is a serene

experience. A tall blue-grey bird with bright red-colored eyes, white hairs in

the middle of the head, how aesthetic that can be?
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Demoiselle crane is a gorgeous

migratory bird species that

travels from Siberia and

Mongolia to the Thar desert

landscape crossing the mighty

Himalayas in the north of India.

The local people of Marwar call

them “Kurja”. They are found

inhabiting in several Ponds and

Nadi (नाडी) from October till

February every year in the Thar

desert landscape. 

How do these birds reach here

every year? Is it the affection of

Marwar people or anything

else? Kheechan, a small place

in the Phalodi tehsil of

Jodhpur, Rajasthan is the

largest wintering ground of

Demoiselle Crane in India.

Bishnoi community heads this

village in terms of population.
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What an interesting day I have spent with the most appealing and beautiful

creature of nature! My perspective on desert life has completely been

changed after my interaction with these creatures. The idea that I had on

my mind about the desert with very less water, harsh conditions, the diurnal

temperature variation, significantly less flora and fauna all have been

shattered at once. I have illustrated only a species from the desert. But there 

After feeding hours, they move

towards the pond where they start

preening themselves, cautiously

noticing the surroundings. Many a

time when the people reach the

ponds with their large herds of

domestic animals, these birds fly

away safely to a certain distance

and move back again to the pond's

side as soon as the herd left. They

are particularly cautious about dogs

because the dogs are seen chasing

the birds and sometimes the dogs

even injure them. But such cases are

rarely seen.

During the afternoon, when the

temperature rises and the heat is

unbearable, these birds also start

searching for a shadow. They quickly

start moving towards the shades of

large trees and gather around, waiting

for the sun to set. During sunset, they

feed and drink from the surroundings

of the ponds and sometime even raid

the croplands nearby and before the

sun sets down, they return to their

nesting grounds in and around the

ponds.
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are even other gems hidden out there. We can hardly imagine what more golds desert can hold, and we are

still unaware and ignorant?
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